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Tour City Of Brotherly Love With New Deals from Residence Inn 

Philadelphia Center City 
Philadelphia hotel deals enable guests to delight in relaxing suites, dine on delicious breakfast and choose city tours  

 

Philadelphia, PA – Walk through a city rich in American history while saving some money with 

one of two new deals from the Residence Inn Philadelphia Center City.   

 

The Philadelphia hotel deals will enable travelers to soak in the architecture and documents that 

changed the course of our nation’s history. 

 
The Tour Philly by Trolley Package: Vacationers receive deluxe accommodations from $189 to 

$249 per night plus two trolley passes valid for 24 hours and breakfast for two adults. Exploring 

the city via a trolley tour gives visitors the 

freedom to get on and off at any of 21 stops. 

Guests can spend time at landmarks such as 

the National Constitution Center, Philadelphia 

Museum of Art, Philadelphia Zoo and Antique 

Row. This package is valid Thursday through 

Sunday until Jan. 31, 2014. Additional trolley 

tour tickets are available for purchase. Guests 

who wish to cash in on this deal should use 

promotional code ARN.  

 

City Pass Package: Travelers enjoy a two-

night stay from $429 to $619 in the historic 

city and receive deluxe Philadelphia 

accommodations, breakfast for up to four 

people each morning and two or four 

CityPasses with the option of purchasing more. This package is valid Thursday through Sunday 

until Jan. 31, 2014, using the promotional code ZJL.  

 

Each of the Center City hotel’s 285 suites is well-appointed to make stays as comfortable as 

possible. Visitors will get a sound night’s sleep on thick mattresses topped with crisp linens, custom 

comforters and fluffy pillows before awakening to enjoy a cup of joe courtesy of in-suite 

coffeemakers. Vacationers typically like to document their trips via photographs, making dual-

voltage, desk-level electrical outlets ideal for charging phones and cameras before heading out to 

take profile-worthy snapshots. More meticulous guests can put the finishing touches on their 

ensembles using irons and ironing boards, also provided. 

 

Although hotels in Center City Philadelphia are surrounded by delicious restaurants, some travelers 

may want to save some more money by picking up a few groceries and cooking dinner in their in-

suite kitchens. Whether it’s frozen pizza, chicken nuggets or macaroni & cheese, residents can 

create any kind of meal using the oven, microwave, pots and pans, refrigerator, silverware, stove, 
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toaster and toaster oven. Guests wishing to re-live their days and discuss all of the exciting things 

they saw and experienced can sit down together at the dining table while they share stories. 

Families or couples also can enjoy a movie or television show on 32-inch televisions. 

 

Both deals from the Philadelphia hotel are available by booking reservations online or calling 1-

800-228-9290 and using the respective promotional code. 

 

About Residence Inn Philadelphia Center City 

The Residence Inn Philadelphia Center City is near the City Hall subway station and JFK Plaza. The 

hotel in Philadelphia Center City has 285 well-appointed suites as well as four meeting rooms with 

1,875 square feet of flexible space. Complimentary wireless Internet is available throughout the 

property. Visitors will not run out of options of things to see and do in the City of Brotherly Love, 

including tours of Independence Hall, the Philadelphia Museum of Art, Philadelphia Zoo, Reading 

Terminal Market and ample restaurants. The extended-stay hotel also features a fitness center to 

help guests stay healthy and active by using the cardiovascular equipment and free weights. For 

information, visit www.marriott.com/PHLRI and add the hotel to a circle on Google Plus. 
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